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Welcome!



Who we are
What we do

EBPI Scientific Managers

Doreen Gille, MSc

Kelly Turner, PhD



2024 Conditions
Up to 4 Applicants
Maximum project duration: 4 years 
Budget determined by number of Applicants 

CHF 250K/Applicant/year
CHF 1M/project/year
Distribution across Applicants and budget categories is
flexible.

SINERGIA
Interdisciplinary projects evaluted by a separate panel
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Up to 4 Applicants
Maximum project duration: 4 years 
Budget determined by number of Applicants 

CHF 250K/Applicant/year
CHF 1M/project/year

Researchers can be “Applicant” on 2 SNSF projects, if
topics are distinct.

3 possible when one is an international project
“Applicant” and “Co-Applicant”: no difference to SNSF
“Project Partners” limited to 20% of overall budget

Roles



QUESTIONS so far



International 
Collaboration 
In collaborative projects with 3+ Applicants, one applicant may
be from abroad if their expertise is necessary for the project. 

Otherwise. . . 



International
Collaborative Projects

Special Case
Mechanism determined by country of collaborators
You MUST follow SNSF agreements
Each type of agreement/mechanism has special rules

which agency leads in a given year
corresponding applicant
submission procedure



International 
Collaborative Projects

Special Case

Plan early: NSF in USA is lead agency for 2024. Requires submission of
Expression of Interest to NSF 60 days before deadline. NSF does not
fund human health-related projects (i.e., basic research only)
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International 
Collaborative Projects

Special Case
In the exceptional case the project focuses on
human health and the US NSF confirms the topic is
outside of their scope. . . .

the SNSF allows a US Applicant as part of a collaborative project. 
You must 

have 2 CH Applicants
provide US NSF confirmation 

When the US scientist does not need more than 20% of the
budget, they can be a project partner under the standard rules.

US collaboration



QUESTIONS 



Budget
PhD salaries updated regularly at UZH
Lodging, travel expenses according to university

UZH guidelines



Budget
YES

salary for personnel (not Applicant)
datasets
travel/conferences (~CHF 1,500/team member/year)
workshops

NO
Computers & Hardware
IT costs
Open Access publications



Bonus Money  
(“Supplementary Measures”)

Non-competitive funding for SNSF-
funded researchers

Humanities and social sciences



Good to know
Data Management Plans (DMP) only for approved
projects
Research Plan: familiar template 

Single-applicant: 15 pages
Multiple-applicants: 17 pages

2 additional pages focus on the added value of collaboration

Responsive Help Desk/Service Portal
snsf-ch.atlassian.net



Most already have account (from new CV)
The portal makes submissions easier!

much less data entries
requires, that co-applicants and project partners 

have a SNSF Portal account, too
that co-applicants and ideally project partners
(external, too) set up their CV (including sci
achievements) on the Portal

                   --> allow sufficient set up time

SNSF Portal



you need a SwitchEdu Account
you have to regularly update your Orcid profile

SNSF Portal



(Leave enough time for partners to register for the portal) 















check this box only if you think that your proposal could be a
SINERGIA-like grant (if that mechanism still existed)









Conclusion: Don’t be scared of the new SNSF Portal
Take some time though for your first submission 
Allocate one person to enter all relevant information
Attention: all people you invite as contributors (co-applicants,
project partners, admin people) have the power to change all
fields/containers on the platform...  



Identify collaborators and roles
including “internal” submission coordinator

Develop content
4 - 6 months before if new team, new idea

Structured, step-wise feedback process
6 - 8 weeks before submission

Documents centrally collected and edited
1 month before submission

press SUBMIT before the deadline

EBPI submission process
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